The metal-non-metal transition in liquid alloys such as Csx_~Au ~ and Lia_~Pb~ is explained as resulting from concentration dependent electron charge transfer causing short range atomic order and a change from metallic to ionic bonds. Numerical results for the electronic density of states, the electron charge transfer, the free energy of mixing and the volume change are given.
Recently, interesting metal-non-metal transitions have been observed in liquid alloys such as Cs 1 _xAux, Li~_xPb~ etc. [1] . In particular, the concentrationdependent change in the electrical conductivity a and in the volume and the occurrence of short-range atomic order have been studied. The experimental results have been interpreted as a concentrationdependent change from metallic to ionic bonds. However, so far no theory has been presented which shows what driving electronic force causes the large electronic charge transfers and how these give rise to short-range atomic order and to the observed drop in the electrical conductivity, the large volume contraction etc. In the following we present such a theory which is able to explain all observed experimental facts. For simplicity we study only alloys A~B~ ~ with wide s-and p-bands. In order to be able to treat both structural and compositional disorder and to determine local properties, we use for the system of ions and s, p electrons the Hamiltonian H = H i o n + H e l , --kin where H~on=Hio n +Hien_io n describes the kinetic energy of the ions and their interactions and where the electrons are described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian
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Here, l i) is the Wannier state on site i for a given spin. The hopping integral tzj describes electronic transitions between sites i and j. The electronic energy ei at site i with n i electrons per spin is given by
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Note, i = A , B depending on the occupation of site i by an atom A or B. Here, s ° and n o refer to the pure metal, s ° includes within Hartree Fock approximation intra-atomic Coulomb interactions U~-U 0 and interatomic interactions U~j between the electrons.
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The electron charge transfer
calculated from the local electronic density of states N~(E), where E v is the Fermi energy. From charge neutrality one obtains
We show that A n~ results from different electronegativity of atoms A and B and depends on the concentration x, the short range order and the atomic volume. The total energy is given by intra inter j r E .
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where the corrections to the point-ion approximation result from short-range core-core interactions. One obtains then for the flee energy of the system the approximate expression
Here, p is the ionic density n = 7cpd3/6 and Uu= e2/rij.
Note, F 0 is the upper limit for the free energy of the system of hard spheres [3] with diameter d and effective charges (2eA hi). The probability to find an atom A(B) around an atom A is given by {x+o-l(1 -x)(1 -x)(1 -a0}. The detailed derivation of Equation (4) will be presented in a more extended paper. The nearest neighbor distance a is then approximately determined from c~F/c~a=O.
To determine all these quantities, the local electronic 
Ai = (E tij tji) G;;(E).
(6)
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Since the hopping integrals decay rapidly, only nearest neighbor hopping need to be taken into account. Screening is the cause of short-range order with a rapid decay to random distribution after the second shell so that only ions in the immediate vicinity contribute to the intersite Coulomb interaction in Equation (2). If we use tAA = tap = tBB, neglecting the change due to a reduction of distance between ions of opposite sign, then
SA=e° +(Uo +al Zt U1)AnA,
where Ul=2e2/a, t2B=t2=A2e -2~a.
The short-range order parameter a 1 < 0 measures the preference for unlike neighbors in the first shell of Z a ions [5] . aa is a function of electron charge transfer and concentration x. For a random distribution beyond the first shell we can determine o h at zero pressure by the concentration dependence of the free energy E6]
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where F is given by Equation(4). To study the effect of bond shortening between negative A-and positive B-ions, we proceed as follows. Let b be the distance between like nearest neighbors, and a that between unlike nearest neighbors with hopping t 2. Then, for an otherwise random distribution of atoms of equal size, Equations (7) and (8) reduce to
eA=eOA +(Uo--qZ1 Ul X) AnA,
where q=(b-a)/b measures the concentration dependent bond shortening. An upper limit for b will be the screening length after which short-range order disappears. The theory outlined above is now used to demonstrate the occurrence of a metal-insulator transition at the concentration of the compound in monovalent liquid metals upon alloying with another monovalent metal. In eB-e4 + ( U 1 -Uo)>4~Zt t 2 which is the total band width. E r lies in the band gap only at the critical concentration where one band is
